Climate Change and Tourism in the Asia Pacific

Climate change will exert an enormous impact on all societies in the medium to long
term. Tourism, as both a commercial activity and social phenomenon is not immune.
To date, industry has been slow to recognise the scale of the threat posed by a changing
climate on its operations and consumers have been extremely reluctant to modify their
travel behaviours. T he Asia Pacific region is well on the way to being the 21st Century
powerhouse of tourism, however the manner in which it develops will, in part, be
determined by how the global community responds to climate change. This book
examines climate change issues related to tourism in the Asia Pacific region. Chapters
discuss demand and supply side issues, explore government policy responses and
introduce several new adaptation models. T he book also calls for a more effective
linking of social science research with the scientific discourse to create long term reso
lution of and adaptation to this issue.
This book was published as a special issue of Asia Pacific Journal of Tourism
Research.
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Introduction

Climate change is an issue that is not yet taken

related government policy frameworks. There

seriously enough by many tourism academics

is also a recognition of the need to create data

or the industry. The Intergovernmental Panel

bases that can be used to build long-term moni

on

the

toring of impacts along with the need for more

world's climate is changing and that the

effective integration of climate change science

cause is most likely due to human activities

and soeial science research.

Climate

Change

concludes

that

over the past 200 years. While impacts for

The special issue is framed by two papers.To

the most part are yet to be felt, early signs

begin, an overview paper by Pang, McKercher

are already evident in some areas. Tourism is

and Prideaux sets the context and reviews

both a contributor to and a potential victim

some of the key literature on climate change

of climate change. Given the importance of

and tourism. The paper traces the growth in

this issue in the Asia Pacific region it is

academic interest in issues related to climate

timely for tourism researchers to commence

change. Tourism has consistently represented

a more rigorous program of research directed

about 0.5% of the published research on

at

the

climate change. The paper concludes with the

tourism industry and developing strategies

observation that tourism researchers are now

for dealing with its effects.

beginning to pay serious attention to climate

assessing

the

potential

effects

on

The aim of this special issue is to promulgate

change and the implications it has for the

research that relates specifically to aspects of

future shape and scope of the tourism industry.

climate change and tourism within the Asia

The paper also observes that there remains a

Pacific region. To this end the papers in this

number of gaps in our understanding of the

special issue address a range of issues that collec

future implications that climate change has

tively: illustrate the extent of the problem;

for the tourism industry.

discuss how it can be understood from consu
mer, supply and demand perspectives; the

The

concluding

paper

by

Prideaux,

NlcKercher and McNamara outlines a new

importance of the policy environment; and the

theoretical approach to aid the examination

need for more effective linking of elements of

of issues relating to climate change by present

the scientific discourse with both theoretical

ing a framework of four linked models that

and private/public sector responses. In parti

allows users to identify firstly the issues to be

industry

examined and then examine specific aspects

how

to

in detail. The paper identifies the need for

respond in the· absence of specific climate-

tourism researchers to embrace the scientific

cular,

papers

stakeholders

discuss
are

how

uncertain

many
as

to
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literature relevant to their area of interest. For

respond to climate change. As the authors

example, in research into the impact of climate

note, the long-term nature of change is the

change on coral reef systems the authors

major reason for a lack of action in the short

emphasise the need to consult the relevant

term while uncertainty of future government

scientific literature to gain at least a basic

intentions is inhibiting the development of

understand how climate change affects the

proactive initiatives.

reef ecosystem in areas such as coral bleach

Wong, Jiang, Klint, Delacy, Harrison and

ing. The authors also note the difficulty that

Dominey-Howes provide a useful case study

the tourism industry faces in planning future

of how one country, in this case Samoa, is

responses to climate change in the absence of

seeking to proactively respond to climate

government policy that may be some time

change through extensive policy intervention.

away.

Specifically, the paper examines the conducive
ness of the Samoan policy environment for the

In between, seven papers are presented that

tourism sector to adapt to climate change along

explore various themes.

three

Tiller and Schott explore the relationship

dimensions:

stakeholders'

will

and

between awareness of climate change and the

commitment, resources available and policy

willingness of tourists to support mitigation

making mechanisms. Samoa provides an exem

strategies that directly affect the cost of

plar case study for understand how islands can

holiday travel. While tourists are aware that

best adapt to climate change. Finally, the paper

tourism contributes to climate change most

notes that while the policy environment is

are

generally conducive there is a need for closer

unlikely

to

change

their

pattern

of

public-private cooperation.

holiday travel, pointing to a "attitude-behav
iour gap". One concerning finding is the

Becken turns the reader's attention to one of

identification of a group of tourists likely to

the specific links between tourism and climate

increase their travel "to see things before

change by examining current practices and

they are gone".

opportunities for achieving energy efficiency
in the New Zealand accommodation sector.

Ruhanen and Shakeela highlight the need to
consider climate change as a national issue and

Of particular importance is the finding that a

one that both the private and public sectors

substantial gap was identified between the

need to come to grips with. The paper exam

positive perceptions held by operators and

ines how climate change may impact on Aus

the

tralia at a nationwide level. The authors find

Becken points out, while there is extensive

that it is not seen as a pressing issue, particu

theoretical knowledge on overcoming some

larly when compared to the more short term

of the barriers to energy efficiency and conser

but

from the

vation, a gap still remains between policy to

2008 /2009

global economic crisis, and its

achieve energy efficiencies and implemen

continuing

aftermath.

tation of measures to achieve efficiency by

significant

issues

stemming
As

a

consequence,

actual

levels

of

implementation.

As

individual business.

there has been little action by industry in
responding to climate change. Importantly,

Su, Hall and Ozanne's paper on hotels

and paralleling findings of other papers in

complements Becken's paper by examining

this special issue, the tourism industry is

issues related to the response of the Taiwanese

relying on,

government

hospitality sector to climate change. Specially,

intervention and leadership on strategies to

the paper finds that hotels are particularly vul-

and waiting for,
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nerable to climate change given that they are

lighted the potential for the study to provide a

fixed assets. The paper first explores issues

baseline for understanding of student attitudes

related

in future years.

to

the

awareness,

attitudes,

and

jopp, DeLacy, Mair and Plucker outline

behaviours of Taiwanese tourist hotels. The
paper finds that in general hotels have a

a regional tourism adaptation framework

limited understanding of the potential impacts.

model that can be used by destination areas

Importantly, the paper provides baseline data

as they develop their responses to climate

that may be used in to identify changes in

change. The data for the model were collated

hotel attitudes in the future.

through a Delphi study using a panel of

McKercher, Prideaux and Pang report on

experts who had appropriate knowledge of

the results of a study into attitudes towards

the Surf Coast, Victoria, Australia. The frame

climate change of 2967 students from 22

work model was designed to be used as a tool

economies.

unique

to undertake a vulnerability resilience assess

snapshot of how the industry's future leaders

ment from which strategies for destinations

The results

provide

a

view climate change. Students are generally

resilience, resistance and readiness may be

concerned about environmental degradation,

developed.

feel knowledgeable about climate change, are

We hope you enjoy this Special issue. More

concerned that it will become an even larger

significantly, we hope it stimulates further

problem in the future and understand that

debate and research on tourism's relationship

tourism

with climate change.

is

a major

generator

of

carbon

emissions. Significantly, 70% of respondents
reported changing their environmental beha

Bruce Prideaux

viours in the past three years. However, only

Bob McKercher

less than 13% of students have changed their

Karen Elizabeth McNamara

vacation behaviour. The authors also high-
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